
Surrey Archery – Visual Identity 

Background 
Following a review, the County of Surrey Archery Association Committee approved a proposal to use ‘Surrey 

Archery’ as the branding and primary identity of the County of Surrey Archery Association. 

To support this, it was agreed that a consistent visual identity should be used in future. Two options have been 

developed based on existing visual assets, the new brand and feedback from Committee members. 

Members will be asked to vote at the AGM which option they would like to adopt.  

Option 1 

     

 The logo which is based on existing versions uses a solid white background and white rather than gold 

lettering for added contrast 

 The Surrey Crest has been retained 

 The outer ring uses the primary Archery GB blue colour  

 Offers a modern look which is consistent with the light blue / grey pallet as used in the new county shirts 

 The visual banner uses the primary branding ‘Surrey Archery’ edged in blue 

Option 2 

    

 This logo is also based on existing versions and uses a solid white background and white rather than gold 

lettering  

 The Surrey Crest has been retained and is the same in both options 

 The outer ring uses a stronger and more vibrant red than existing logo versions for added impact  

 Would add contrast to the light blue / grey pallet used in the new county shirts 

 The visual banner uses the primary branding ‘Surrey Archery’ edged in red 

The introduction of the updated visual identity will be evolutionary and existing materials (banners, medal 

centres, team and coaching shirts etc.) would continue to be used until stocks used up / replacement required.  

Once adopted however all new communications, activities and events would be expected to migrate to the new 

visual identity as soon as practically possible.   


